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Easy access to information — but how about information & 
knowledge production? And how to ensure its credibility?

Networked and mobile, blurring online and offline

Orality-based, conversational modes of communication
(face-to-face, messaging services e.g. WhatsApp)

Strong reliance on friends and networks

Information literacy: even more needed in a an age of abundant
information access

Abundant but 
fragmented information



street art design

foodies

environmental
NGOs

music

technology



How do you build sustainability
if you are not well-informed,
if you don’t know what’s around you?



The 
diversity 
of

(Small) initiatives 
Local wisdom
Resources

And the spaces 
to meet & interact with them

[





Learn & 
be inspired

Connect & 
collaborate

 Create







Subscriptions

Research projects

Urban Knowledge Dynamics (2012)

Creative Cities Research (2015)

Citizen Urbanism (2015 - 2016)

Product / service 

sponsorships

Sales & 

distribution

Event tickets (workshops, classes, walking tour, etc.)

1 full-time operational staff
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5 committee / 

researchers

(project-based)

100+ volunteers /

800+ library members

Rental/pay-per-use fees

Books

Equipment

Internet

Working space

Meeting/event venue hire

SHARED
PRODUCTION,
DISTRUTION,
CONSUMPTION

SPONSOR &
GRANTS

{
{ own products

consigned products

PROJECT-BASED

OPERATIONS



MSW + SJW
Exploring &
observing

DIYSUB
Designing & 

problem solving
Ayorek!

Research & publications

OUR 3 MAIN PROGRAMS



Historical tour, visiting HOS Tjokroaminoto's house in

Peneleh.

Manic Street Walkers (MSW) 
Surabaya Johnny Walker (SJW)

A walk-for-pleasure program to promote the

seeing, discovering, understanding and

enjoying the city of Surabaya through walking

and interacting with people. We bring local

“experts”—residents, artists, researchers, etc.

—to share their insights. But participants also

actively contribute as explorer, reporter,

interviewer, photographer, etc.

Naval base in Perak
Street art graf+ti tour



Ayorek!

An urban knowledge research and
media platform, focusing on city, work,
design, culture, and life. It works
closely with various community
history & heritage preservation
initiatives (on architecture, kampung,
folklore, mapping, etc.) in research and
publications, both online & offline, in
Indonesian and English.
http://ayorek.org  





KALENDER

ACARA

User can read and submit their events to an accessible calendar



PETA 

RUANG BERBAGI
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hello@diysub.com  |  www.diysub.com

net     works

What’s the role of design in the age of mobile, ever-
shifting networks?
How can we make more sustainable design to 
support our networked, interconnected (eco)systems, 
among government, business, and civil society, 
humans and non-humans?

Design 
conference-festival
in the Zoo

Caged
entertainment?

Biodiversity
conservation?

What is youth
aspiration for 
the zoo?

‘Zoo of Death’?

Design It Yourself Surabaya


